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Agricultural 'I'radc Under the Overhang: A Quantitative Analay.,is of the 
International Debt Crisis 

"I/.'.> t(; /Jmr sermlll./~·1/to his knees and bqu:ed him. 'R r pmient with nu•, and I will pay you back.' But he refused. 
ln.wead. Itt• wem off and had tilt' num thrown imo prisonunril he tou/d pay his debt." Mart hew 18:29 

F:-cvious studies of the debt crisis have examined either the impact of "overhangs', on developing 

economie' or the effect of the depressed growth in these countries on developed nations through 

trade and financial linkages. In this paper. these two approaches are synthesised by encompassing 

debtors' supply and demand behaviour in u partial equilibrium framework. The preliminary results 

indicate both the significance of the deb.t overhang in debtor nut.ions' production and consumption 

deci~ions, and tend to suggest that debt writc-offs could lead to increases in demand for a&.rricultural 

goods. The in\'estigation of overhang reduction can potentially be used to help settle the current 

controversy on the size and distribution of impacts from debt forgiveness poHcies, thus contributing 

valuable insights into targeting and institutional debates. 

Keywords: partial equilibrium model. debt. overhang, agricultural trade 

1. Introduction 

The developing country debt crisis has been one of the dominant issues in North-South relations over 

the last decade. Even though the world recovery began in 1984, high rates of rescheduling, redu~.-ed 

rates of developing economy growth, and depressed agricultural trade, have continued well into the 

present Concem over the repercussions of this situation for trade and financiaJ markets in developed 

nations, primarily the United States, has been the driving force behind many of the previous and 

proposed policies aimed at ending this problem. Early actions, primarily resu·ucturing under tough 

IMF conditionality. were designed to restore confidence in severely overexposed US financial 

markets (Sachs 1990,p 19). However, since this situation stabilised in the mid-1980s, the primary 

impetus for policy haf:l become the hypothesised impact of the high levels of sovereign debt on the 

world u·ade puttems generally, and cti:.tricultural trade in particular (Shane and Stallings 1988; United 

States Congress 1986). It is surprising that in this environment, there has been little formal empirical 

analysis of the trade implications of developing counu·y indebtedness. 

Previous analytica. approaches have emphasised either the effects of debt burdens on domestic 

developing country pe1fommnce, or trade issues, with little attempt at synthesis. Of the former, the 

influence of capital-centred growth model:; of the 1960s served to perpetuate the i.lllure of investment 

as the key to econmnic growth, an idea prominent in many analyses of the domestic impact of high 

levels of sovereign debt. For example, Krugman (1988), Bird (1989). Frenkel, Dooley and Wickham 

(1989). Borensztein (1993), and Hofman and Reisen (1991), relate indebtedness directly to domestic 



investment problems. Travelling down an independent path, Stem (1992) and Snape(l986) both 

introduce the debt crisis as a major issue in trade policy, a theme which is funher taken up by 

Kreuger ( 1987). Saunders ( l986), Larsen (1983). Shane et al (1988), Bhagwati (1992), Dornbusch 

( 1989). Petit and Subramanian ( 1990). Evans and Greenaway (1991), Gunasekera Bowen and 

Andrews ( 1990). and UNCTAD ( l994b). TI1ere is a clear dichotomy between the approaches with a 

domestic focus and those wit.h an intemutional focus. Although some have tried to synthesise these 

two by using tmditiona1 or modified trade models (see. for example .. MacKellar 1987, Dittus and 

0 ·Brien 199 J ), or by presenting n collection of smaller studies (see, for example, Cline 1984). as yet 

there seems to be little work linking research on the impact of the developin~ countxy debt on the 

debtor's economy with that on the burden on trnde .. 

Added to the demand for such analysi~ is the continual flux in the policy debate. It was ten years ago 

when Cline ( 1984.pxvi) noted that public policy on this issue was at a turning point, yet today there 

are still hundreds of policy proposals on the table (Faber 1990). The Baker Plan (1985) and Brady 

Plan ( 1989). for example, were introduced with much fanfare, however, as neither of these was 

highly successful in resntving debt issues. the validity of the debt I trade hypothesis remained 

untested. Despite this. trade benefit<; continued to be touted as incetu.tves behind the growing interest 

in debt forgiveness and the creation of an internat ·nat institution to take care of this (see symposium 

in Rogoff 1990). These ideas were also strongly reflected in cmTent forecasts of negative growth in 

many developing regions, and the related concerns about the continuing effect of this growth on 

commodity prices (for example, \Vorld Bank 1993 ). Linked with ongoing development objectives, 

these considerations are behind the f01thcoming submission for the 1995 World Summit for Social 

Development from UNCT AD, which will again place debt relief proposals back on the international 

agenda (UNCTAD 1994a.p2). 

In sum. it seems that there is much interest in the impact that debt has on economic growth in the 

developing counu·ies, and growth of the world economy through intercountry linkages. Tbis interest 

has led to many developments in policy. both rea.lised and proposed, that are hampered by a shortage 

of empirical analyses that encompass both growth and trade impacts. Perhaps one of the reasons for 

this dearth of empirical work is the fact that. the theory of debt relief, as will be seen in section 2. is 

still subject to contention. 

The main objective of this paper is to quantify the impact of the de.bt overhang on international 

agricultural trade. A review of previous research into the nature of potential debt impacts is presented 

in section 3, both as an overview of empirical issues associated with debt theOl)', and as a precursor 

to section 4, where a trade model is outlined that will allow the testing of debt relief policies. This is 

followed in section 5 which details solution procedures and section 6 which analyses preliminaty 

results. The final section highlights a number of key observations emerging from the analysis, 
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2. Thc.ory of D~bt Relief 

As Cordcn (1991) suggests, when discussing the theoretical issues of sovereign debt~ creditors may 

support debt relief if a reduction in the face value of debt increases the actual repayments made; 

effectively b1·inging a Pareto improvement. 'l11h; case, which is obviously of particular interest to 

policy analysts, could arise from a variety of incentive-based argument~ (Cord en 1991 ,p 138). 
Firstly, it avoids costly punishment for default~ secondly, it increases invesunent and sui' !<:}Uently 

capacity and willingness to pay: and thirdly. it removes some of the unwHHngncS$ to undergo the 

adjustment or sacrifices necessary to facilitate repayment Krugman adds to this the possibility of 

removing a debt that could take away tite possible positive trade impact of cun·cncy devaluations, by 

making the increase in domestic currency cost of debt cause a deficit blowout (Rogoff 1990). Central 

to the possibility of a gain in expected value is that the ability to repay is linked closely to income. 

Although the exact nnture of this relationship is controversial. it is an outcome of tmy reasonable 

inccntive·based theory (Rogoff 19Y2.p476). What is also strongly debated is whether these 

po~sibilities for gain are sufficiently high to displace concems creditors have about lowering pnyoff 

cc.ilings .. and the nature of any potential market failure associated with the productivity gains from 

deht forgiveness. 

Evident in these arguments is that the noti.on of incentives is central to the behaviour of investment 

capacity. the decision to repudiate. and the ability to pay. Krugman and Sachs are often cited with 

providing the theoretical underpinning fot' a 4•disincentive model" through tl1e debt overhang 

hypothesis (see Krugman 1989 and Rogoff 1990). The hypothesis postulates that if debtors' 

obligations arc sufficientl.y large the expected value of their debt will decrease dnunatically, opening 

the way for mutually beneficial outcomes from debt relief (Kenen, 1990.p 11 ). 

These concept'i are summed up in Kmgman's Debt Relief Laffer curve. presented in Figttre 1. If debt 

is at a level which is expected to be fully repaid, then its expected value would equal the face value of 

the debt, and the outcome wouid lie on the 45 degree line. As the possibility of non-payment .grows, 

so too the expected value will fall below the face value of the debt. following the curve CLRD. Atany 

point. such as L. the ratio of expected value to nominal debt is given by the slope of the ray from the 

otigin. which could be seen as an approximation of secondary m~rket prices for debt If there were a 

reduction in debt by forgiveness at L [that is. a movement to the left around the CLRD cmve], there 

would be a decline in the expected value of the debt, and creditors would have been ill-advised in 

their generosity. If, however, the reduction took place on the right hand side of the curve (if at point 

R, for example). the subsequent movement around the cmve would i.ncrease the expected value of the 

debt~ implying a distinct payoff from forgiveness. 

Whilst it would not be contentious which side of the cutve many highly indebted countries (HICs) are 

on, Krugman ackilowledges that this is a difficult device to use in practice. There m·e., however, some 

useful insights provided by this framework; namely thatthere are some cases when debt should be 

forgiven, as there are some cases when it should not (see Krueger 1987, p163-l64)., Addilionttlly, 
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since secondary discounts cannot always be passed ort to debtors (it at .point L, for example)1 mark.et 
based debt reduction schemes may not wotk.ln fact. from the curve, Krugman argues that the 
conditions for succe.ss of altemat.ive debt reduction schemes are the same as those for forgiveness 

(1989). 

Expcrh..· ' \':l!•Jc 

D 

0 Nominal Debt 

Figure l. The Debt Relief Laffer Curve 

It appears. then~ that the theory of debt relief points to the possibility of forgiveness actually bringing 

about gains to all players through removal of a debt overhang. This provides the link between high 

levels of indebtedness and economic growth that has been the focus of many analysts' concerns. 

3. Previous Approaches and Findings 

\Vhilst the debt overhang hypothesis provides a convenient link between heavy debt burdens and 

economic performance, suppon for the Debt Relief Laffer Curve is by no means universal. Although 

broadly consistent with theory and with observations of falling investment, output and demand, 

empirical tests of this hypothesis are rare. The most common fo1m of analysis of domestic impacts of 

the debt overhang looks at the changes in investment behaviour, making only implicit links to output 

and trade markets. Studies by Faini and De Melo (1990), Savvides (1992) and IMF (1989) all find 

strong evidence of debt disincentives on investment, whilst research by Eaton (1990), and Hofman et 

al ( 1991 ). is inconclusive. More rigorous attempts at macro-economy modelling in Borensztein 

(1990), Morisset (1991), and Otani and Villanueva {1989 and 1990), again emphasising investment, 

have supported an hypothesis of negative .impacts on debtor country perfonnance. While these 

investment declines are generally assumed to be linked directly to output, the nature of the Unks 

involved is unclear, as is the appropriateness of focussing solely on investment as the site of 

overhang impact'). It has been argued tbat many factors including the use of smooth neoclassic~l 

investment functions, difficulties in overhang measurement, th<ruse of average mthe.rthan marl:,r}nal 

overhang variables, absence ofbargaining costs, and the possibiliW ofoutput marketin1pactsfton1 
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other forms of overhang, may have masked the true scope of perfonnance impacts .in previous 

analyses (see. for example, Pemsso 1991. McDonald 1 <>82, and Borensztein 1990). However, 

empirical studies provide general support for the notion thut debt impacts not only on investment and 
capital flows. but also through a var.iety of linkages to output. and trade. The literature also provides 
suppmt for there being strong differences in debt influences umong countries and within countries, 

implying tha1 the incentives for debt relief may oo best captured by a disnggregated multi·country 

anulysi~. 

In a mu.Iti·country. Jnulti·commodity framework, Gunasekera et alused the S\VOPSIM. model to look 

at impacts of income changes from debt service relief and restoring pre-crisis growth rJ.tes on 

agricultural trade ( 1990). \Vhilsr investment and consumption iWe not modelled explicitly, relief 

polices are treated as shocks to pennanent income (prox.ied by changes in interest payments on debt) 

and higher gro\vth rates of GDP. Although the results for different countries were varied, they 

strongly indicated an increase in commodity prices following a debt write-off. Another multi-counn·y 

analysis conducted by Dittus and O'Brien (1991) developed macroeconomic models offourrnajor 

Latin American debtors. and simpler models for other f'UCs. which were integrated into the structure 
of the OECIYs INTERLINK model. Although not explicitly used for analysis of debt policiest it has 

been employed to illustrate relationships between OECD nations and debtor countries. ln a similar 

vein. f\1ucKellar ( 1987) incorporated seven less~developed country (LDC) regions into the general 

equilibrium \Vhart.on World Econometric l\1odel. and found a debt refonn plan linked to US deficit 

reduction yielded results that were generally supportive of the partial equilibrium approach of 

Gunasekera et al (1990). 

From a policy per<.:pective, the two central developments aimed nt ameliorating the international debt 

crisis \vere the Baker Plan (1985) and the Brt\dy Plan (1989). Whilst the Baker plan followed rnore 

traditional measures of new lending under high conditionality, the Brady Plan realised that debt 

service reduction was going to be m1 essential prut of any policy reform. Many authors have 

suggested that principles of the Brady Plan, the implementation of which has been hampered by 
inappropriate institutional frameworks, could be redeemed by the formation of a new inten.uttional 

debt reduction facility, which would have the principle role of purchasing and financing developing 

country debt (for example. see Kenen 1990 or Sachs 1990, and Buiter, Kletzer and Srinivasan, 

1989). The cuiTent debate appears to be leading to a poHcy package that would include the three basic 

components of formation of an international debt institution financed by subscription from donor 

nations, the involvement of this body in repurchases and phased in forgiveness ofpublic and 

publicly .. guaranteed debt in exchange for policy reforms, and ceiling~ on new lending. 

The model presented below is designed to test empirically the link between such adebt.reliefpacktl~e 

and agricultural trade. Specifically, the hypothesis to be tested is that a ptoposed debt. write-off 

package, based on rething debt stocks of developing countries, will incte~tse the valu{} .o.fa,gticultti~al 
trade to all regions. To this end, a dynamic trade model thatlncorptmuesdebthi1J)acts~lsdeveloped 

that can be used to forecast trade responses over the study period. 



4.. 1\'J.odcl 

Based on a traditionn.l partial equilibritull trade model su.11cture, the LOC coouu:y spe¢.;f)cation 
captures the essence of the impact of the debt ctlsis on these ecoi\()l11ies ttsi.ng ~ tt1ictoeconoxi11c.m0d~l 
based on macroeconomic underpint1ings. The output and trade markets at-e ch•ttwnlnrgely ftotn the 
\Vorld Food Model developed by Tyers and. Anderson (l992). The tuU model. (see Appendix. 1 fo:r 

description of notations). containing the debt overhang. equations, 011ly applies to low and middle 
income debtor 1\ations. us defined by the World Bank (1993, ~rable 2). Other tegions ate assumed to 
have no overhung, allowi.ng the equations for the output market to collapse back to the original fom1at 

described by Tyers and Anderson (1992.). A schematic representation of the model compone.nts 

appears in Figure 2. 

REGIONAL MODELS 

Ex:ce.,s Demand: 
Demand. less supply, plus change in stocks 
' •• ,, • ~. '~ ~ ~ ·~ " • ' • ~ I' ~ ~~ ~· '~ ·~ ...... '-~ •• ,t ... ~· 

Dcuumd 
I I I 

LtVt.!Slcx:k: Dircc:t.: 
Steadv state Prices 
.Jivest{>ck Demand ..,._,--,:-----~ 
·production Shifter · 

· · · .. · · ·· · ·· •.·: .:T .... , · .. D.c.bt··tSt.ne. k Desired Supply; . 
Prices 
Supply u·cnd . Dcbl Overhang : • lm:<Jmc 
Snpply lifter ...---'- -. · ~·· t · · 

ptzrr:al mljzttrmcmt G.ovcmmenl t . . . . . . .. .. .. . Revenue 

Actual Supply ; Monetary traJe 

::: ~.' .. . : :: ·* .' . ." :· :· :: :·. ·: ·· t::;;;r Prices: 
Stockl1olding: : Subject to protection, 
detcnnincd by . partial adjustment to 
expected and a.:tual lx1rdcr price 
prices, ~ct aside : Consumer Prices~ 
policy, and Subject to protection. 
production changes : partinl adjustment to 

· l;lqr~~r.nr~~~ .... , .. 

Figure 2. Model Components 

4.1 Out1>ut Market. 

INTERN!XfiONAL MARKIWS 

...._._. lV•rwm Excess 
Demand for Each 

O>nunldhy 

Quantity adjustment . mcdt~r 
World Market Clears 

~ 
Country Trade 
Figures 

Border Price: via 
exc.hange roles as a 
fixed ratio of local 
currency equivalent 
of world prices 

The output market is based on a. neoclassici•ll'licroeconomic model of finn supply and household 

demand with macroeconomic foundations similar to those ofthe more b:aditional growth models. 

Supply and demand functions which are influenced by the presence of a debt overhang are 
detennined and used to procure excess demand volumes. These two models are described 
independently. 

:<· 



Supply 

The model developed for desired supply in the developing countries uses a. production fttnction that 

includes capital as an inpuL To capture the process of .investment in the supply p1·ocess, a simple 
neoclassical investment model is used (see Junankar 1972, and Plasmans 1975) which derives 
demand for investment through maximisation of a profit function subject to a production constraint 

and an identity which describes investment: (similar to Ott, Ott and Yoo 1975). TI1e agent is assumed 

to be a multiproduct firm trying to optimise profit over timet where investment is taxed from a debt 

overhang~ suqject to the production constraint. The supply curve that follows from the optimisation 

process would be a function that include.s own and cross..:price .. 5, and a shift variable that is intluenced 

by an overhang ''tax" ( o;;ee Locke and Ahmadi .. Esfahani 1994 for derivations). 

The resulting reduced-fom1 supply is based on three intlucnces, a price system that takes into account 

prices of output and substitutes. a production shifter that encompasses the non-price variables from the 
previous debt overhang derivations. and a production trend. The price system treats each price as a 

deviation from its real base period value and, as with the production shifter, the functions are specified 

as power functions. This supply function, which in the pattial adjustment context represent~ desired 

supply, is given by equation ( 1). 

. .. 1 

A prutial adjusm1ent mcclumism , solves for period t' s output. 

( 

p )( p• I' )~ .. C.7p = q~T Cfnr-1 qm. I qrit-1 ez,, 
rtl m pT p1 pT-l 

qnt-l qm CJnt 
... 2 

The production trend linplicit in equation (2) is detennined as the function of the initial. production 

trend, with allowance for the impacts of set-aside programs, and stochastic influences which are log 

nonnally distributed on the basis of the supply equation residuals (equations 3 & 4). TI1ese risks are 

assumed not to influence desired production levels. 

. ... 3 

where Jlrit is a fraction by which output is reduced by set aside programs and gri i.s the growth rate 

sustainable with constant prices. Nonnal random ·production disturbances are given by equation. ( 4) • 

... 4 
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Demand 

In a manner analogous to the supply side derivations, the demand side of the outputmnrket is based 
on a neoclassical model of aggregnte household demand. Demand considerations in developing 

countries hnve generally stimulated less interest.thrul those of supply, partly as a result of the 

dismissal of aggregate demand (and govemment for that. matter) in many of the growth models ot t.he 

1960s. \Vhi.lst several hypotheses on consumption in LDCs have been proposed, many authors have 

noted the signiticance of the pennanent income hypothesis in explaining consumption patterns in 
developing counu·ies (for example. Gunasekera et lil 1990, Hofmart et al1991). Within this 

frnmework. expectations on pennunent i,ncome become important when one considers an expenditure 

system with subsistence consumption and dynamic wealth constraints, .such as tJ1e extended linear 

expenditure system (us discussed in Powell 1974 and Johnson. Hassan and Green 1984). It is 

assumed in this model that the debt overhang acts as a tax on direct consumption through these 

income expectations (see Locke and Ahmadi-Esfahani 1994). 

Many authors have noted that livestock in developing countries are treated not as a source of food 

but, rather. as an economic asset (see, for example, Locke and Ahmadi-Esfahani 1993, p368). Given 

that this has implications for production that may lead to price-responsiveness of a very different 

nature to direct consumption. and that livestock provide a useful example of an intennediate input in 

the model system. the Tyers and Anderson (1992) option of dividing demand into direct demand and 

that for animal feed is maintained. 

d dfl dF 
qm = qm + Cfm ... 5 

Direct demand operate~ in a similar manner to the supply side, where a price system is acted upon by 

a demand shifter based on the non-price components of population, income and debt overhang. Tlie 

basic fom1 of the demand equation is given in equatinn (6) 

l7dl) = qamrr( p;~, )''"' 
nl nl -r 

r P,.,o 
... 6 

The debt overhang, population and income effects work through the demand shifter in equation (7) . 

... 7 

Indirect demand as animal feed, relati.ng only to wheat and coarse grains, is a funt.tion of the share of 

the Input in production (input-output coefficient}, the fraction of the livestock in a country that 

requires that input (ie. grainfed) and the steady state livestock output given. the animal population in 
year (qlive). 
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d.F " {3 llvt• 
qrit = £..J .a ji rrrqrit where i e j denming livestr.u::J: ... 8 

i 

The calculation of rhe livestock steady state stems from using a moving average on the basis ofover.
trend production running down livestock popuiations in the short• run, under-trend increasing them. 

qlzw = 7:'7 P [1 + r ( q~, - 11 + r ( f/~r-l - I)+ r .. (· q~r-2 -I)] 
111 rrl ntl -P nl -p n-. -p 

C/,u f/m-1 C!nr-1. 
... 9 

The t' s, which act. as adjustment coefficients, m·e simply th<.~ fraction of .the totnl response (that is, ti'e 

sum of the elasticities) auribuutble to a single year. 

H'here vEt, denoting tht! lag ... 10 

The steady state calculated is acted upon by exogenous production shifters which are determined on 

the hasis of a three yem· moving average device to detem1ine the production change not attributable to 

the trend. Namely. 

. .. 11 

As a combination of direct and indirect movements, the total consumption shifter is given by 

... 12 

4.2 Stocks 

Because of the impottance of stocks in maintaining stability of the world tradirtg system, the stock 

specifications from the Tyers and Anderson model have been jncluded. The stocks at the close of 

each year are given by a function of the expected profits from stock holding, a stock holding decision 

or quantity trigger, and an exogenous constant that represents changes in the average level of public 

stocks equation ( 13). 

The stocks are impacted by a shift variable Zrit, which is given by the maximum of the steady state 

production (11) and consumption {15). 
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... 14 

In a manner analogous to the exogenous production shifters in equation (11 )~ the consumption not 

attributable to trend is calculated fronl a three ycm~ moving average. 

...15 

Stockholders form expectations on stock prices based on a four year moving average, equation 16. 

1 1 f.$ + l 

Pm+i =4 \Pm flm ... 16 

where the actual stock price in the cun·ent year depends on where it is traded 

·' _ {·p;11 where stocks are lTaded domestic.ally} 
Pn.r- Jl 

p,
11 

where stocks are traded at the border 
... 17 

The stock level moving average. adjusted for changes in quantity shifter z, is given by 

... 18 

4.3 Price Transmission 

The price system works via border prices being detetmined directly from worJd prices through 

exogenous real exchange rates ( 19) with any distottion of the ptice system occutTing within the 

borders of the country. Border prices are detennined instantaneously as a fixed ratio of real world 

price in local cutTency tenns. 

ll p;; 
Pm = h;,·

X n 

The base period being given by 

... 19 

... 20 

Starting with consumers, prices are impacted by policy distortions, and adjust towards border prices 

in a partial adjustment model framework. The extent of the distortion reflects the speed of adjustment 

towards the equilibrium price. 
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... 21 

Similarly for producer prices 

... 22 

4.4 National Income 

National income can be detennined as the sum of value added in all sectors of the economy. TI1is 

being the case. national income available for production and consumption purposes is a result of the 

value added in agriculture for the previous period over its constant share in GDP. 

\.A,l' 
\

' · rr--1 •' v =--
lt.rt AG, ,, • .23 

Assuming that value added is a fixed proportion of gross output; we c'm use a specification suggested 

by input-out analysis <in MacKellar ( 1987 .p 18>. following the works of Bherman and Klein). The 

general relationship estimated is in the tonn of equation (24) 

... 24 

Equation (24) describe~ value added in a sector as a function of its private consumption expenditure 

(PC), govemment consumption expenditure (GC), t1xed investment (FI), inventory adjustment (lA). 

imports (IM> and exports (EX). If we assume that private consumption expenditure and fixed 

investment m·e constant, primarily due to dnta limitations, value added in agriculwre becomes a 

function of some con~tant, government consumption expenditure, change in inventory and impmts 

and expotts, Funher a~suming that the govemment is under budget constraints that are binding, we 

can postulate that government consumption expenditure is a function of their debt service obligations, 

transfers from other nations, and revenue from trade. 

. .. 25 

Given that the excess demand figures generated by the model include not vnly changes in stocks. but 

also changes in supply and demand, it is convenient to combine imp01t.s. exp01ts and inventory 

adjustment into this one figure. Excess demand for agticultural goods in a region is detennined by the 

sum of the excess demand for each commodity. equation (32), valued at border prices, otherwise 
known as the monetary trade ba.lancc. 
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... 26 

By substituting these into equaliun (24) the general form for value added in agticulture appears as 

\Vhich from (2.1) gives per capita income 

u~~. + t .. Ds., I+ r.rR., + f,.Gr<u.j +f..,A1TB,.~) 
Y. = 

l'i,,l\G, 
... 27 

Expected dcht service is the result of a simple value of payment loan calculation that works out 

repayment~ on the basis of the interest rate on the loan. the loan pe1iod, and the value of the debt 

stock at this point. Actual debt service would be only a fraction of this based on the past experience of 

required versu' furnished repayments ( RPrL 

r f ,. ... u,( '. ,+/';.,,;,,)II J] 
DS = RP l}) ( '·' · " .. (I -r r" ·•·· )'' -1 ... 28 

In the fonnat of the Tyers and Anderson surplus calculation, the government earns the difference 

between the supply <impons at border price~. production at producer prices, and stock releases at 

stock prices) and demand (at consumer prices). The~e represent gains from protection and price 

transmission delays. 

...29 

4.5 Debt 

The debt stock is a result of the debt at timet, the fraction not repaid which goes into the debt stock, 

plus new drawings. 

D,., = Dro + 2: DS,, ' + DW,., [ ( 
1- RP ) ] 

t RP, 
... 30 

The debt overhang is the ratio of debt stock to national income, the latter being at least partially 

endogenously detem1ined. 

. .. 31 
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4.6 Solution Algorithm, Excess Demand & l\tlar·kct Clearing 

The basic closure of the model is that world prices adjust until the trade market clears. Accordingly, 

execs~ demand is defined by equation (32) 

,{ ·' 
111,1 = l/ 11,-(/,11 +sm-·\nl··l ... 32 

The related global market clearing condition is given by equation (33) 

... 33 

In any year. wol'ld indicator prices are set at their previous period values and used to calculate global 

excess demands. These excess demands are deemed acceptable if all meet the following criteria: 

v· i.T ... 34 

where Oil is the sum of all the production trends across all regions, that is 

... 35 

If. however, equation (.34) is not satisfied in one or more markets. world indicator prices are adjusted 

in an iterative fashion via equation (36). 

...36 

\vhere u is a vector which represents the change in intenmtional excess demand relative to it~ total 

imemat.ional production 

(
t:.m 11 6m 111 ) 

11= --•...• --
Qil Q,ll 

... 37 

and the matrix of global excess demand elasticities is 

... 38 

The negative sign in equation (36) relates to the way that we are dealing with excess demands that 

would require price decreases to clear if they were positive. Here, positive excess demand must 

induce higher market prices to bting the markrt ~nto clearance, The global excess demand elasticities 

need to take into account a complex structure of '\ iationships between changes in international excess 

demand for a commodity i, and a change ~n world prices. These are determined endogenously from 
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the other model parameters to speed the convergence of the modet in a manner analogous to the 

approximations described in Tycrs and Anderson (198R and 1992). 

5. Data and Estimation Procedures 

Given the limitations inherent in developing countries, the data set was based on annual country 

t1g.ures, covering a time series from 1960 to 1990. In areas that described regions, rath,..:r than single 

countries. a pooled cross~ section of time series for mdividual countries was used to improve the 

degrees of freedom. \Vithin regions, some countries did not have suffi, ient data available for them to 

be included in the estimation process. 

The quantity data came from the USDA Producti.on., Supply and Distri~ution Database (PS&D)~ 

which holds balance sheet variables for agricultural commodities in 190 countries and regions for 

I 960 to 1991 (USDA 1994a). The commodities in the model were the same as those used in this 

database: Barley. Course Grains. Rice. Sugar and Wheat. Livestock products are Ruminant Meat ( 

which is Beef nnd Veal plus Lamb and Mutton J, Non-nuninant Meat. (which is Pork plus Pouluy) 

and Dairy< which is Fluid Milk ). For \Vheat and Coarse Grains, demand in the context of these 

estimation~ refers to direct consumption <not as feed). whereas all others refer to total consumption. 

Debt data are in $US millions from the \Vorld Bunk's World Debt Tables on Disk database (\Vorld 

Rank 1991 a). All nominal figure~ were converted. where appropriate. to real values via the US CPI 

index. The debt represents the sum of public and publicly guaranteed debt stocks. As debt statistics 

are not avai I able for the 1960 to 1970. and the 1970 to 197 5 data were stable in an cases, the real debt 

stock for the 1960 to 1970 period was assumed constant at real1970 levels. Income was pro\.ied by 

GDP figures from the FAO State of Food and Agriculture Tables (SOFAT, FAO 1993). Population 

figures were also derived from the SOFAT database. 

Prices were derived from a sencs of world reference prices which are used in the model. The world 

indicator prices for Rice were those for the average prices in $US for 5% broken Thai white rice 

(f.o.b. Bangkok. FAO ProducLion Yearbook issues 1991. 1987, 1982, 1977, 1972, 1967 and 

1965). For Coarse Grains, the prices were the published ABARE world coarse grains indicator 

prices, in $US(f, which were based on the Export prices of US No.2 Yellow Corn (f.o.b. Gulf) 

(ABARE 1991, Table 105). The Wheat prices were the US (f.o.b. Gulf) prices ofNo.l Hard Red 

\Vinter, ordinary protein, calendar year monthly uverage, as reported by the USDA in the WATI 

dambase (USDA 1994b). Sugar prices were the average of monthly ISA prices (f.o.b. Caribbean) 

convened to $lJS!f from USc/lb (ABARE 1991. Table 147 and FAO production yearbook for pre 

1970. issues 1972. 1967 and 1965). Dairy product prices were the average prices for exports of 

butter and cheese (f.o.b. ABARE 1991, Table 67 ). Ruminant meat prices were based on the 

Australian Beef Prices (f.o.b. New York} published by the USDA in the WATI database. Non ... 

ruminant prices were the P1ices for Pork, based on the EC wholesale average slaughter weight fron1 
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1976 to 1990, und prior to this u:;mg the Pork, cooled ft•esh export prices for the Netherlands (FAO 

production yearbooks 1977" 1972. 1967 :md 1965). 

Using the real exchange rates uvailablc from the USDA WATI database, and the domestic to border 

price ratio used in the \Vorld Food tvlodel datnbase (Tyers I 994a). the world reference prices were 

converted to border prices for the relevant. countries and regions (equation 19). This border price was 

assumed to be the f.o.b. price experienced by the countries. and thus used as n proxy for producer 

prke-;. Consumer prk(~S were found by ndding to this a margin on the world price that represented 

transfer costs t.hnt contribute to t:he c.Lf. prices that would be more appropriate as a consumers price 

pmxy. From the wheat data nvnilable in the FAO Trade Yearbooks, it appeared that a reasonable 

assurnption that trnnsport costs could be pmxied by a range of values which follow a linear trend 

from 15f;lt of \Vorld Price in 1960. to 1 O<:f in 1990. ·rhese values were then translated into real 

domestic currency tenw.; and added lO the border price to form the consumer price. These percentages 

\vere then gradually mcreasc:d up to fourf()ld to then detennine if the stability of the results depended 

on their values. Even though transfer costs for goods which were not handled by bulk facilities are 

undoubmbly higher that those for \Vheat~ it is argued that the range of margins considered here would 

still be appropriate. 

Generally speak.tng. the data appeared of reasonable quality because of the length of series available 

and the efions made by the CSDA tO be as cons1stent as possible through time. howevert there wete 

some obvious caveats associated with their use. The first is t.hat only country aggregates are being 

used. \:Vhile it is ostensibly reasonable to haV<! sovereign debt acting at a country level, intra ... regional 

biases are commonplace in developing countries, and it is likely that the debt overhung also acts in 

signiticantly different ways on different locales and occupations within each country. 'TI1e second is 

that the commodity classifications described by the USDA and FAO are for an aggregate good, which 

muy be composed of very different commodities with varying economic characteristics nmong 

regions. And thirdly, the price series are simulated in a way that makes fahly restrictive assumptions 

about distonions that lead to prices that are experienced by producers and consumers. and especially 

how these change over time. This was addressed to some extent by trying a range oftransfer costS 

and testing for the stability of the elasticide.'> experienced. however the data prevent compadson with 
more accurate figures. 

The debt elasticities were estimatt.~d for all the countries and regions in the model that are reported as 

Middle-Income Debtors or lower in the \Vorld Bank's Debtor Reporting System (World :Bunk 

1991 b.p 16-17). Although not a complete list of heavily indebted countries, the reporting system. 
provides the most useful database of consistent debt related statistics. The countries that are included 
in the model are listed in Appendix 2. however. whole countries were often omitted from the 

estimation process due to breaks in these series. 

A vari.ety of linear and non-linear fonns were tested, however it was found thatthe:constant:eJastioity 
of substitution models were as good as or superiot to other fotms ln tlll cases. EslinJatloti; WU$.Cat;rled: 
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out using ordinary least. squares. In most cases first order autocorrelation was detected: and, corrected, 
ft1r using a Cochrane·Orcuu type procedute. 

Initially pre-and post- I 980 time period dummy variables were included to test the Stability of the 
functional form over time. however. it was found thm these contributed significantly to 

multicollinearity problems. A priori. it wns expected thut the pre~ and post~cdsis d.ebt elasticities may 
be different so those dummies allowing varint:ion in these coefficients were maintained. Additionally; 
significant country indicating intercept dummy varinbles were also maintttined in pooled regions, 

however. as a trude-off. cross price and dynamic own price effects had to be omitted. A time trend 

was introduced tt) account for technological change. Splitting the dam series for the Other Latin 

America regions fm1nd that the esurmnes appeared stable over the esthnadon period. Changes in 

tnmsfer cost mnrgi.ns did not significantly alter the size of the price elasdcities, and so only the base 

15·· 1 (Jt}( is reponed here. The estimates appear fairly smble here despite multicollinearity . Only the 

result-; that did not show a significant Durbin ~s .. J-1. indicating they were not uutocon·elated or 

misspedfied. were reported. Similarly. those wtth low degrees of freedom were ~1lso excluded. 

Regress!ons were estimnted both with and witlwut debt variables (see Tables 1·6). AU variables are in 

logs unless otherwise indicated. 

6. Preliminary Results and Implications 

In the previous estimation:-\ the problems posed by the data and multicoUinearity were readily 

apparent. Aggre!!ation both at the counu·y iUld commod.ity levels disguised intra,.,regional or 

commodity influence&~ which made a priori expectations of the results difficult to fonnulate. Some of 

these issues were addressed b> trying changes in transfers cost margins, and testing sensitivity of the 

estimates to the periods studied, however, the resultS were not signi.t1cantly altered. Because of the 

apparent stability of the estimates. a number of conclusions could be drawn, the most obvious of 

which is that debt burdens were a significant explanatory variable of production and consumption 

behaviour in many of the regions studied. The elasticities that correspond to these coefficients are 

refen·ed to as 4 ·Debt Elasticities'" and are displayed in Tables 1 and 4.ln addition, Tables 5 and 6 

report the estimated price elasticities of supply and demand from these debt overhang models. 

The debt elasticities provide interesting insights into the nature of the debt overhang impacts on 

supply and demand. In an a priori sense, it would be expected that the debt elasticity of supply (Table 

1) would be negative as debt divened resources away from capital intensive fonns ofproduction. 

This obst!rvation would seem to be botne out by the estimates obtained, which suggest a mnge of 

inelastic negative debt responses~ with notable negative results seen in Coarse Grains in Other Asia, 
and Sugar io Other North Africa and Middle East. These results may retlectthe infrastructure requited 
to produce these goods in these regions. or the action of governmentdistottions. which themselves, 

are likely to be influenced by the debt overhang.. Secondly, it can be noted that there are a minority of 
strong positive responses to the overhang, including Wheat in Other Sub-Saharan Africa, Sugarin 
Other Asia, Ruminant production in India, and to alesser extentthe production ofNon~.turninU.nt 



meats in the latter country. These, agnin, may be reflecting government or producer biusesin 

tcsponse to debt problems. for example in the case of India~ tvhere ruminant supply increases may 

reflect producers disposal of assets in order t:o purchase other inputs, rather than a traditiollttl supply 
response. Within regions there appear significant differences in response among countries that ru:e not 

reflected in these weighted averages. However, Table 1 tends to suggest an overall positive impact 
on supply for debt overhang. reduction. 

Table I. Debt Elasticities of Supply, Pre 1980 
Rkc Whem Coarse Sugar Dairy Ruminant Non-

Gruins Ruminant 
Argent inn ·0.2.0 0.05 .. ~0.52 0.05*' 0.07* -0.05'* -0.11 
Bunghtdc:dt -0.01 * L42* 
Bmzil 0.21 -0.60* -0.09* OJ8 0.17 -0.10 O.lSt 
Egypt -032 ·0.08* -0.09 -0.12* 0.14 
I ncb a 0.06* -036 -0.18*• 0.30 0.59 
lndnncsm -O.J I 0.29 0.30 
Koren. Sth PR 0.14 OA1* -0.31 0.46 0.28 
rvtextCO {).(}2"' -OJB* -0.17 0.21"' 0.22• 0.10 
N1gcrin -0.04t -0.22" 0.03* -0.15* 
Pnktstan -035 -0.22t ·0.14 -0.25"' 
Phihppincs O.O:,>i (),()Jt 0.09* 
1lmiland 0.00 -0.28 -0.15"' -0.26* 
Other C'PE. -0.0 I"' .().()3 0.0~ -0.07 -0.11 0.02 0.00 
Ot.her SSA ~o. t 3 0.65 -0.14 -0.14 
Other NAME -0.17* 0.14 .().l8 ~0.58 0.06t 0.01 t ·0.25 
Other Asia .(}.(}9 -0.52 -1.44 0.68 
Other LA -0.20 .. (),40 -0.03t -0.04 o.oo 0.09 0.15 
Note~: • lndtentes lnsigmficnnt ot 20% or gn.later l'wcl of sisnificance. t Indicates insignifiqunt, 
howevcJ. R ·squmcs were greater thnn 95%, unplyiog multico!Uncnrity nmy have biased results. 

Jt would appear reasonable to nssume that the negative influence of the debt overhang would be more. 

pronounced after the eighties crisis, and may in fact have a positive influence prior to this. Tables 2 

and 4 show the results for the debt elasticities in this second period, obtained using dummy variables 

which permitted a test for su·uctural change in these coefficients. The results from Table 2 show little 

Table 2. Debt. Ehtslicities of Supply. Post 1980 
Rice Wheat Co:1n;e Sugar Dairy Ruminant Non-

Grains Ruminant 
Argentina -0.20* 0.03* -0.58 0.02 -0.04* -0:.31* 
Bangladesh -0.02* 1.5.3* 
Bmzil 0.22* -0.55* -0.10* 0.38* 0.18t -0.14 O.I4t 
Egypt -0.29 -0;08"" -0.09 -0.12* 0.14t 
India 0.06* -0.35 -0.18* 0.28 0.58* 
Indoncsm -0.12 0.26 0.29 
K<)rt' • .n. Sth PR 0.18 0.37 -0.28 0.46* 0.28t 
Mexico 0.04* -0.05* -0.16* 0.22* 0.22* 0.10 
Nigeria -0.08 -0.22* 0.03* -0.17* 
Pakisf:.ln -0.33t -0.22t -0.13 -0.22* 
Philippines 0.02t 0.03 0.10* 
Thail:md -O.Qllil -0.35 -0.18* -0.25* 
OthcrCPE 0.02* -0.02* 0.()1 -0.03 -0.08 0.03t 0.00 
OtlterSSA -O.I3t 0.63* -0.131' -O.l5t 
OthcrNAMC -0.47 0.14* .,Q.23 .;Q,6S ~0.22 O.Olt -0;2()* 
Othe1 Asin -0.09t ~0..54* -1.46* 0;68* 
Other LA -0.2Qio< .;Q.42* ·0.04t .. Q;03 . 0;00 0.09* OJ .. 5* 
Notes: • Indicates insignificant difference from the Ttiblc 1 csthmitcs at 20% or gre~tt:r level of 
significmtce. t Indir:nte.s insignificant, however. R•squarcs were .greater tluut 95%, implying 
multicollil\et~rily nuty have binsc.d rcstdts. 
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sign of variation in the estimates from their pte- to post-I980s values* .implying the;da'ta({p1)ot 

strongly supp01t the notion of structural change inthu overhang relationship overtime. While'U1¢te 
are some exceptions to this conclusion, this result may also reflect the way ~xpectations vm•ietrlargely 
between regions. as did the nature and timing of policy responses. 

Tnblc 3. Debt Elasticitk~s nf Deruund~ Pre 1980 
Rice Whcill Coarse Sugar Dairy Ruminant Non, 

Gmhls Ruminant 
Argcminu 0.06* -0.19 0.05* 0.1.2* ~0.10* -0.13* 
Bangladesh ·0.02* 0.36 -0.47* 
Bmzil 0.23 0.07t ·0.08t 0.37 0.18 -0.11 
Egypt -0.33 0.06t 0.04"' 0.23 O.tlt O;OSt 
India ·O.ORt -0.73 -0.47 0.09t 0.94 
lndoncsin -0.16 -1.76 0.38 -0.13* 
Koren. S th PR 0.08 0.01* 0.60 
Mexico O.OOt 0.08 -0.02t *0.13t 0.28 
Nigerin OJ l * ·0.49 0.07* 0.17* 
Paktstan ~0.70 -O.lOt 0.00* 1.36 
Phillpptnc.s ().Q{)t 0.02t 
11milttnd -0.04* .OSt CURt 0.10* 
Other C'PE O.lO 0.01 t 0.02 0.15 0.07 
Other SSA O.OOt 0.25 -0 37 0.03t 
Otht~r NAME 0.02* 0.14 -0.19 0.14 -0.23 -0.05t 
Other Asia .().l) It 0.21 -0.12 0.29 
Other LA O.l5 0.31 -0.32 0.10 0.08 0,05 ·0.03 
Nutcs: * lndtcntcs uJs.ig.nifi.cunt ttl 20(~ or grentcr level of sign.ifkance. t Indicates insignificant, 
hm\<'ever. R-squarc., w~rc grcntt•r tlmn 95~. implying multicollinenrity mny have binscd results. 

On the demand impact of the debt overhang. there appears a mixture of price and income effectS with 
strong inter-country and inter-commodity differences in debt responses (Table. 3). A priori , we could 
expect that the debt overhang initially could encourage increases in consumption or hoarding by 

encoutaging expectations of price inflations. but in the long run would discourage consumption 
through taxing pem1anent income. The income effect itself, whjch should be captured by the 

Table 4. Dt~bt Elasticities of Demand. Post 1980 
Rice Whcnl Coarse Sugar Dairy Ruminant Non~ 

Om ius Ruminant 
Argentina 0.05* -0.19* 0.05* 0.1] -0.15* 
Bangladt.:sh -0.02* 0.45 -0.44 
Bt:tzil 0.23* 0.09 -0.08t 0.35 0.19t -0.14 
Egypt -0.32* 0.06t 0.04·* 0.21 O.lOt 0.01 
India -0.07t -0.70 -0.44 0.08 0.94Jj< 
Indonesia -0.15+ -1.68* 0.35 .-0.13* 
Korea. Sth PR 0.()9oio 0.02"' 0.62t 
Mexico O.Olt 0.07t .. Q.02t -0.12 0.29* 
Nigeria 0.11* -OA9* ().()6* 0.14* 
Pakistan -0.67 -0. lOt 0.00 l.36t 
Philip(>ines .. Q.Olt 0.02t 
Timilmtd -0.03* 0.2Jt 0;08* -.1 .• 05• 
OthcrCPE 0.11* o.oo 0.02t O.l5t o.oot 
Other SSA O.Olt 0.23t -0.38* 0.04 
Other NAME -0.()4 O.l4t -0.20t 0.15 0.20 -0.06t 
Other Asia -0.03t 0.2.2* -O.l4t 0.30t 
Other LA 0.14* 032t -0.34* Q.lOt 0;09t O.OS't 
Notes: * £ndicntcs insignificntll difference from liN Ttlblc 3 es(imntcs nt 20% or gr!!rilct .levc;il 9f 
fagniJh~:mce. t hldic•Hes insignificant. however, R·squ;m~s were gre<tlcr thun 95%, implying 
multicolliueurity may ha"c bittscd re-.~lhs. 
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inclusioti of income variables~ would be expected to bias consutnpti<ut towa.tdn1oie traditiofial;Ot()ps: 
for the poorest countries. thence to grains and cereals, and finallytowm:d·higherptote.h1Joodfo.i the · 
wealthier nations. 

A !though the demand effect is predominantly negative, some positive results are evidentfor,each 
commodity. \Vhilst rhis may reflect the nature of consumetprefercnces in. these countries, it is 
important to not<.~ that the aggregation of commodities used in the model may be disguising different 

goods. with different economic characteristics to each nation. The second period results, shown in 

Table 4. suggest that the cstimutes are again fairly stable across the two periods, the dam revealing 

vel)' few significanr differences. Overull, the results in Table 3 are sugge.'itive of positive increases in 

demand in response to removal of the debt overhung. 

Given that the debt clastic ides in Tables I and 3 were often significant, and could be l'ensonably 

assumed to l;e correlated to other variables used in more traditional supply and demand equations+ it 

\Vould be safe to assume that the omission of the overhang in previous studies may have led to bias 

and inconsistency in price elasticity estimates. \Vhilst' all equations are to some. degtee likely to be 

mLsspedfied, this t1nding has implications for future analyses. The supply and demand elasticities 

detennined in the estimation process appeal' in Tables 5 and 6. The most appropriate values for 

comparison~ given the way in which the price series have been generated, would be those from. the 

Tyers and Anderson model ( 1989). However. us indicated previously, the problems associated with 

multicollinearity meant that the dynamics and cross-price effects included in the Tyers and Anderson 

estimates were not included, introducing a potential source of bias in these results and creating 

difticulties in direct comparison. 

Tuble 5. Own Price Elasticities of Supply 
Rice Wheat Com-se Sugar Dairy Ruminant Non-

Om ins Ruminant 
Argcntinu ·0.07* 0.02* 0.07 -0.08 0.02>1! 0.00* 
Bangladesh 0.01* -0.10* 
Brazil -0.02* 0.32* 0.07* -0.05 0.06 -0.02t 0.11 
Egyp1 -0.)9 0.011!< 0.03t OJH* ·0.02t 
India -0.04* -O.tO·t 0.0.5* .Q.03t ·0.41 
Indonc.4iia ·0.03 0.00* ·0.09 
Koren. Sth PR ·0.0<) O.ll"' 0.39 0.40* 0.18t 
Mexico 0.08"' 0.03* 0.13 0.01* 0.03* 0.09t 
Nigeria 0.07 0.04* 0.10 -0.27 
Pakiswn 0.04t 0.06t -0.01.* -0.10* 
Philippines 0.07 0.08 ·0.04* 
Thailand 0.28 .:0.07* -0.25* 
OthcrCPE -0.01 * 0.02* 0.00* 0.14 -OJ7 O.Ott .~0.04 

OtherSSA -0.03t 0.2.! -0.15 0.04 
Other NAME 0.92 -0.25 -O.OS:t- -0.26 o~o7t -0.()5t -0.09* 
Other Asia 0.06 -0.03* 0.28 -0.08* 
Other LA 0.03* -0.03* ~o.o2t ~o.o2 0.09t 0.01* --0.04~ 
Notes.: "' lndicntcs insignificant nt 20% or grc~ter .l\'lvel of !'iignilicnnce. t'Jndlcates Jnsig•iificat)t, 
however. R·Sq\tllrcs wcte greater than 95%, imt>lying multicollinearity muy lmvc biased results. 
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On the whole, the Instantaneous supply re,sponse <>.~timates in Table 5 appear highlY inelastiq~ often 
negative und demonstrating strong inter~count:Iy and intetregional differences. The COJJ1pai'al5le Tyers 
and Anderson results imply thm the supply response .is near zero .in mas~ cases, with a slmilar 

negative response t.o ruminant prices. The perverse nature of the estimated supply responses in Table 

5 is consistent with the notion that the prices calculated, whilst encompassing some hypothesised 

market distortions, do not fully represent the nature of actual prices faced by producers. As, in 

developing nations. some of these distortions rehne directly to the debt overhang, this becomes a 

further argument that the omission of debt related variables has biased price e.lasticities. 

Beyond data problems. perverse supply response and the strong interregional differences can be 

easily justified by looking at the two key areas of infrast:mcture and policy influences. Proportional 

changes in output from smaller producers do not tequire the same absolute shifts in production as 

larger ones, and tl1erefore do not require significant shifL'> in production. As such, larger producers, 

to obtain a compantble shift in output, require larger changes in infrastructure and other input~. the 

availability of which is more likely to be influenced by debt disincentives. 

lf govcmment policy were biased towards agricultural production, wet4wouJd expect increased 

indebtedness to firstly increase production. as the borrowed money expands the inputs available, and 

then decrease production, when the burden associated with growing indebtedness is fel.t. These 

production increases would be likely to coincide with increased price responsiveness. Even under 

high auste1ity conditions, it might be expected that exportable goods m·e suppo11ed by dive1ting 

resources from other sectors in order to raise revenue. The implication is that some agricultural goods 

may face positive debt impacts if resources are diverted into their production, or conversely, that 

draining resources from some agricultural commoditiest particularly into other sectors such as in 

industrialisation programs. would mean that the negative impacts are exacerbated. It is here that the 

role of policy becomes very pronounced, and where one could see that more traditional products in a 

region would be more likely to have lower (negative) debt elasticities due to the inertia assocjated with 

the political environment. There is also the implication that where sovereignty is violated by tough 

conditionality, diversion of resources from non-traditional sectors may be more pronounced. 

Looking finally to the own price elasticities of demand estimates (Table 6) again there are some 

discrepancies with those presented in the Tyers and Anderson study, whose values are generally 

much closer to unity, and are exclusively negative. The positive, and predominantly highly ine.lastic 

values in Table 6, represent a significant decrease in price responsi.veness from the previous model 

estimates, and in many cases a change in sign. For a counu·y under increasing levels of indebtedness, 

we wou1d expect that the demand for essential goods, such as food staples, would become more 

inelastic or even positive. This is similar to the Giffen good scenario where. inferior goods make ttp a 

large proportion of the budget, and as such are subject to IUI"ge income effect<;. By implication, an 

increase in price of the inferior good causes such a large drop ln jncome thttt consumption of inferior 

goods actually increases, leading to a lower or positive demand elasticity. If the share of the budget 

were small, the increase in price would lead to a lower income effect and the price response would he 
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more conventional. If debt burdens could bring about this scenario by leading to either a dominance 
of i.nferior goods in the household's budget, or to constraints on itlcome such that changes in the 

prices of these goods have a .larger real effect, the debt burden could lead to a lower or positive price 

elasticity of demand for inferior goods. 

Tublc 6. Own Price Elasticities of Demand 
Rtce Wheat Coarse Sugar Dairy Rumimtnt Non-

Grains Ruminnnt 
Arg~;;ntinn -0.02* -0.08 ·0.13* -0.05 -0.02* 
Bangladesh -0.01* 0.43 0.04* 
Bnwl 0.04* -0.03t ·OJ>St -0.02t 0.06 -0.11 
Egypt -0.20 0.03t -0.08* ·0.04 0.00 .o.ost 
lndin O.Oit -0.01+ 0.11 0.15 ·0.05t -0.57 
lndone.'itn ·0.02 -0.53 0.\1. 0.10 
Koren. Sth PR -0.03* -0.44 -0.09t 
Mexico -0.03t .().()2t 0.()6 O.Olt 0.07* 
Nigeria 0.00* 0.38 0.07 -0.16* 
Pnktsum 0,04* 0.03t 0.08 -0.13 
Phllippi.ncs ~0.04 0.06 
Thailand -0.01* -0.04 0.16t -0.()6* 
Other CPE ~0.05* -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.00 ..().03 
Other SSA -0.06 -0.08 -0.23 .. Q.02t 
Other NAME 0.09* ·0 .. 14 -0.13 -0.02t ·0.21 O.Olt 
Other Asta 0.01+ -0.26 -0.06t 0.17 
Other LA 0.03* -0.04 -0.05 -0.01 .Q.()Jt O.Oit -0.02 
Not~!-;: * ]ndic<tte!-t mstgnifH.~ant at 20% or greater level of significance. t Indicates insigtlificant. 
howc\'cr. R·squarcs wen~ grentcr than 95%. unplymg multicollinearity mny have biased results. 

For less essential or more durable goods, we would expect debt burdens to make consumers more 

ptice responsive whilst remaining convemionally signed. A caveat to this is the case where tefusal or 

rescheduling of repayment~ means that there is a positive income effect sufficient to oUtweigh the 

negative impacts of the debt overhang. or where there i~ an expectation that prices will increase, in 

which case demand may increase in the cu1Tent period. For this reason, the consumption results are 

mixed1 perhaps conflicting even within the same commodity classifications, mitigating or reversing 

anticipated results. Whatever forces are at play, it would be reasonable to expect that the omission of 

the significant debt overhang variables in detennining previous estimates has generally made 

consumers in these regions appear more price responsive, and has masked perverse price findings. 

The ove11iding implication of the results presented in Tables 1 to 6 is that removal of the debt 

overhang has a potentia1ly large impact on agricultural trade through a variety of regional and 

commodity-specific eff,. ~i.S. The results also imply that the estimates of price elasticities from 

previous studies may have been biased by the omission of significant debt impacts which not. only 

changes the direction of some supply and demand responses, but also indicates that the supply may 

be more responsive in the current period, and demand more price inelastic. 

More importantly, the inclusion of these estimates within the trade model structure will allow 

experimentation with a variety of debt relief proposals. Where the significance of the estimates is Jow} 

a range of values for these elasticities will be experimented with. Dynamic simulations will be tt,tn 
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from a base period of 1989 to 2000, using the vadous debt write-off scenarios foreshtldowed ·in 

section l The results, the pdmary interest being on value of trade1 will be cornpared with a baseline 
projection in which debt stocks wiiJ continue to grow at their forecast levels (in teal tenns), .exchange 
rates \vill continue at projected levels, develo1Jing country protection will not be a1tered, and the 

transfers vatiable for creditor nations will be set to zero. The baseline scenario, then, reflects the 

alternative to debt relief, that is, following the observed and forecast paths of continued structural 

adjustment. 

Although by no mt.ans c.~omplete. some preliminnt)' trade result~i can be used to foreshadow the net 

effects of these vurying influenc.:s, A preliminmy simulation where the debt overhang is reduced by 

i 0% each year over a ten year period. with the implied increase in jncome growth rates, found a real 

increase in rhe value of excess demand from developing countries in the order of US$ .1 0 billion, 

\Vhile by no means comp.lete, the calculation does suppo11 the hypothesis that a reduction in debt 

could have a significant positive impact on excess demand for agricultural conmmdities. Simulations 

such as rhis can also provide insights into the relative benefits over costs of debt forgiveness. For the 

base period, the long-run debt outstanding by public und publicly-guaranteed debtors to official 

sources was around LJS$400billion, which, using Sachs optimistic valuations, would have a 

secondary market. value of no more than LJS$100billion (Sachs 1990,p27). Given that the share of 

the agricultural goods studied averages around I 0% of all cnmmod.ity tmde (Tyers and Anderson 

1989,p 17) potential commodity u·ade gains from a total overhang write-off will be around the same 

value as the costs. Given that this benefit would continue, presumably at a djminishing rate, over 

many years, and that the cost of financing the buy-backs could be amottised over a longer duration, 

the very preliminary results suggest that the debt write-off could be an extremely profitable exercise 

on the basis of commodity trade alone. 

\Vhilst the estimates in Tables 1 to 6 are suggestive of positive trade results, there is clearly a 

requirement for more detailed analysis. Key issues are the need to account for income changes, the 

dynamics that follow pha~ed debt relief and the lagged response in supply and stock releases that 

would follow the initial increase in excess demand. Related to this is the plice effects, whicl 

obviously depend on many factors, not the least of which is the volume of these goods that is traded 

on the world market, and the impact~ that the debt burden has on the supply and demand elastid ties 

revealed in the debtor countries. The model also has no endogenous accounting of structural changes 

in government action that would occur in relation to debt relief. Governments may act against 

increases in demand through import restrictions, bias the direction of investment away from or 

toward the agricultural sector, or may undergo economic refom1s that were obstructed by the 

presence of the overhang. And, above all, there is a need to dete1mine the robustness of the model for 

forecasting, and sensitivity of the model results to the size of these elasticities. 

ln summary, the estimation resuJtc; reported in Tables 1 to 4, show significant signs of different 

regional and commodity responses to debt overhangs. 'n1e mixture of income and price effects that 

are intertwined with indebtedness appears to result in a signit1cant negative impact on supply and 
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changes in households demand that reflect both the <!ConomJC characteristics of the good under 

consideration. the scale of production considered and the nature of sectoral biases in policy, both 

domestic and imposed. It would also appear that, in countries suffering from high debt burdens, the 

price responsivene!;s of both consumers and producers is significantly altered, indicating that 

previous estirnntes of th~se elasticities may have been biased. 'I'he results also indicate that. given the 

~ize of overhang effect. it may be possible to support forgiveness of debt burdens on the basis of 

agricultural u-tl(le benefits alone. The diffuse nature of these benefits also provides two additional 

policy implicationh. Firstly. il may be possible to target more extreme debtors as aid to maximise 

production effects, or alternatively to target those with more responsive consumption to maximise 

demand effe.ct\ for 'ielf intere\t purposes. Secondly, this may suggest the need for intr.rvention in 

debt reduction programs in order to overcome the market failure that would be associated with 

creditors trying to capture benefits from forgiveness that are otherwise going to producers, 

consumers. traders and g:overnmems. 

7. Conclusion 

The analys.is of the trade effect promises to be, once again. a growing issue, even though many major 

debtor~ are now \veil i.nto a tough structural adjustment process. With international resources under 

increasing pressure from various structu'·al changes including those in Eastern Europe. there is now a 

greater need for long~nm financial stability m developing counu·ies in order to maintain the investment 

environment. This is clearly at odds with the notion of problems associated with the continuing debt 

overhang, suggesting that debt forgiveness is to remuin high on the agenda both in adjusting and non

adjusting economies well into the future. 

Of aJJ the attempts that have been made to analyse the impact of the debt crisis. there hm; been a 

traditional dichotomy between approaches which have looked at how debt affects the developing 

economy, and those which have u·eated this as an intemational trade problem. Of the f01mer 

approaches, the concept of the debt overhang seems to be the most widely accepted link between 

developing country debt and economic perfonnance. In an attempt to synthesise the debt overhang 

with a trade model, this analysi.s employs a simple pmtial equilibrium model of debt impacts, which 

could be used to demonstrate the possibility of gains or lossi:!S in income from world aglicultural trade 

for both debtors and creditors as a result of debt forgiveness. Preliminary results suggest that the 

strong impacts of debt overhangs on supply and demand in developing countries are likely to yield a 

large increase in agricultural trade volumes and values in respon"e to debt forgiveness, which could 

serve as incentives for action on this issue. Fmther analysis of the debt relief package with the trade 

model is not only to con finn these effects. but to demonstrate their dynamics and the magnitude and 

distribution of potentia] gains. It is expected that these findings wiJI be able to help settle the thomy 

issue of debt forgiveness. 
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Ap(>cndlx 1: Description of Notations 

Jl q,., 
r• 

qnl 
p1 

qnl 

z, 
vc, 

lil,'t' 
<frJt 

•'~ 
llru 

~/l) 

qm 
,g. 

qm 
.ff'O 

qnt 

lf{ 

llm 

snt 

Ill nl 

s 
Pru 

[J 

Pm 

yr 

Supply ofcommodity i in country rand year t. 

Target St!pply of commodhy .i i.n conn tty t at1d year t. 

Price independent supply trend. 

PropOitional .random production disturbance. 

Variance-covariance matrix of random productiolldisturbances across 
commodities in country r. 
Steady state livestock output in yeal' t. 

Consumption of commodity i in country rand year t. 

Direct, noiH:tnimal feed, consumption. 

Consumption as 'mimal feed for \\'heat and Coarse Grains. 

Price independent direct consumption shifter . 

Total consumption shifter. 

Closing ~tock of commodity i in country rand year t. 

Excess demand for commodity i in counn)' rand yeru· t. 

Domestic producer price of commodity i in country rand year t. 

Domestic consumer price, of commodity i in country rand year t. 

Base petiod ( 1980-82) average domestic price 

Price at which stocks are traded, from equation (17). 

Border price of i in country r. 

Standard international trading price of commodity i .in year t From section 6.1. 

Base period (1980-82) standard intemationul trading price. 

Elasticity of target supply of commodity i with respect to the price of j. Subscript 
v indicates the length of lag response~ 
Debt elasticity of target supply of commodity i in country r. 

Paltial adjustment elasticity for the supply ofcommodity i in country r. 

Price independent growth rate in the trend of supply. 

Elasticity of direct demand for commodity i with respect to the consumer price of 
j. 
Income elasticity of demand for commodity i in country r. 

Debt elasticity of demand for commodity i in country r. 

Quantity of commodity i used in the production of one unit· of commodity j. 

Fraction of the production of livestock producti which is grainfed in countryr and 
year t. 
Fraction of the total target livestock supply response which occurs v years after 
the price change. 
Real rate of interest in country r. 

Average rate of in teres~ on debt outstanding in counrry r. 

Average term of debt outstanding in country r. 
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ei, 

(/),, 

h,, 

v • n 

VA;;ti 
for to/;Jr 

AG, 

MTBrt 

CTR, 

TRH 

RP, 

DS,, 

DW <1 

-
""ttl 

N 11 

x,., 

,PsH 
'i'nt 

dti'LH 
'i'nt 

CSR 
¢m 

CLH 
t/J rtt 

Steady-state marginal cost of storage of commodity 1 in com1try t. 

Response of closing stocks ofcommodity i to expected spectdative storage ptot1ts 
in country r. 
Response of closing stocks to the can:y-ln level of commodity i in country r. 

Steady-state level of working stocks of commodity i, ~lS a propo1tion of trend 
consumption in imponers and of production in exporters. 
The ratio of the border price of commodity i in country r, to the .standard or 
indicator international price. 
National per capita income in country r in yeart. 

Value added from the agriculture sector. 

Coefficients of the agriculture value adding equation, described in (27) 

Fruction by which agriculture contributes to GOP in country r 

Monetary trude bnlance in country rat timet, valued on border (f.o.b.) basis. 

Govemment revenues as a resu.lt of changes to :tgricultural production attd trude, 
calculated in (29) 
The value of transfers to in a year to a country that existS us grants and are not 
repayable as ptirl of the debt service 
The ratio of actual to expected repaymentf), based on present value calculations, 
that is given on average by counu'Y r 
The real value of debt service payments actually made by country r in timet 

New drawings of debt made in year t by country r 

Real stock of public and publicly guaranteed debt held by country r in time t 

Overhang of public and publicly guaranteed debt held by country r in timet 

Production or consumption trend shift variable us defined by (14) 

Population of country r in year t. 

Real exchange rate in US dollars per unit of local cutrency. 

Target nominal protection coefficient: for producers of commodity i .in count1y r. 

Ratio indicating the degree to which consumer prices are distorted by govemment 
policy. 
Shon-run elasticity of p1ice transmission for the producer price ofi in country r. 

Long-run elasticity of price tnmsmission for producer prices of i in coorttty r. 

Sh01t~run elasticity of price transmission for the consumer price of i in coumry r. 

Long-run elasticity of price transmission for consumer prices of commodity i in 
country r. 
Fraction by which set-aside policies shift the supply curve ofcommodity i in 
country r to the left 
Fraction by which changes in government-held stocks shift d1e mean level of 
stocks from its base period value. 
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Appendix 2: Country Coverage of the Model 

Austmlia 
Canada 
EC~ tO - European Community: Belgium, Dennmrk~ Germany FDR I West, France, Gteece. Ireland, 

Italy? Luxembourg. Netherlands, United Kingdom 
EF''l'A .. s- European Pree Trade Association: Austrin, Finland, Norway, Swltzedand and Sweden 
Japan 
NewZeahU1d 
United States 
USSR 
Spain nnd Portugal 
t Other East Europe- those current or former CPE's outSide the fanner USSR: Albania, Bulgaria, 

Czec·hostovakia, German DR I East, Hungary. Pohllld, Romania, Yugoslavia 
t Egypt 
t Nigeria 
South Aflica 
t Other sub-Saharan Africn: Angola. BoL'lwana, Burundi, Cameroon, Benin I Dahomey, Burkina. 

Faso I Upper Volta. Cape Verde Is, Cent. Afdcru1. Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, 
Djibt1uti. Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bassau, Ivory Coast, Kenya, 
Lesotho. LibeJia, lvfadagascar, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia, Zimbabwe 

t Other North 1\flica Middle East•: Algeriu, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya~ Morocco, Oman, 
Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Yemen AR I Nth. Yemen PDR I South. 

t Bangladesh 
China 
+India 
r Indonesia 
t Korea 
t PakLiitan 
+ Philippines 
Taiwan 
t 1l1ailand 
t Other Asia•: Afghanistan, Burma, Korea PDR I Nort11, Laos I PDR, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, 

Sri Lanka, VieUlam 
t Ar~!entina 

t Bnr:d 
Cuba 
t Mexico 
~ Other Latin America: Bolivia, Barbados, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 

Ecuador, Bl Salvador. Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Belize/ Hondunts, Jamaica, Nicaragua, 
Panama. P~lraguay, Peru, Tdnidad{fobago, Uruguay, Venezuela 

* Several countric!l huvc been omiucd I rom the Tycrs and Anderson ( l9&9) specification of Other North Africa nnd Middle Ettst 
~nd Other Asi1111 g.roup countries in order to make these predominantly debtor region$. 
t Regions or countries considl!rcd as debtors in the trade model, chtssU'icl!tion based on being tow or middle inPome debtors in 
the World Bank's Debtor Reporting Systl.!m (World Bm1k 199lb.p.l6•l7). 
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